
Will A Business Reduce Costs with Remote Workers?

I was visiting with a small group of small business CEOs recently and the topic of 
“working from home” came up and ultimately the question came down to “will that save
company expenses”.  I was able to share something that I ran across recently from Chris 
Byers, CEO of Formstack and I thought that some of the discussion would be good to 
share here in my weekly SCORE Column.

Formstack started its small business in 2006. It was one guy trying to provide a simple 
data capture solution. Since then, their product has evolved into a robust platform that 
helps users of all industries better engage with their customers and manage data. 
Formstack is headquartered in Indianapolis, Indiana, but its 500,000+ users live and 
work all over the world.

What caught my attention was that Byer expanded and created a thriving remote 
company, with employees in several states and countries. While, yes, this means 
'stackers can work at home in their PJs, it also means they have developed a unique 
culture that thrives on transparency, communication, and fun. They seem to know how 
to work hard and play hard from wherever they feel most productive - whether that's on 
a living room couch, in the Formstack office, or on a beach in Thailand. But they have 
worked hard at creating a “remote culture”.

But listen to what Byers said, “If you're looking to save your business money by going 
remote, you may want to think again. Although it may seem that remote workers may 
prove less costly, the extra expenses you need can soon add up.”

There are lots of great reasons for a small business to go remote. According to a survey 
by Staples, 71 percent of people considering a new job feel remote work is a major 
benefit. The same survey stated employees not only appreciate the privilege of working 
remotely, but it has a positive impact on their job performance and outlook, too. Most 
remote workers work more hours and are measurably more productive than their in-
office counterparts.

According to Byers, “unfortunately, there's a growing misconception that transitioning to
a remote company culture is some kind of cost-saving business hack. Let me assure you:
Saving money is not a good reason to go remote.”

However, at Formstack, the benefits of a remote team—higher retention, better 
recruiting opportunities and happier employees—outweigh the costs. When establishing 
a remote team, it's important to realize that some costs are necessary to be successful. 
CEOs who want to go remote to save money need to look at the entire picture. 



Otherwise, they risk a rude awakening. Sometimes, being remote leads to spending more
money, not less.

Byers experience shows that “yes, on the surface, there are some efficiencies created in 
establishing a remote workplace. Fewer staff on-site means an overall reduction in 
consumption costs, from electricity and heat to office supplies and equipment 
maintenance. That said, you should be prepared for possible spending spikes in three 
key areas of your business if you transition to a remote workplace model: technology, 
travel, and recruiting.”

Next week I will do a column on some ideas of dealing with these three prime areas of 
“spending spikes” that Byers identified.
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